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r) deecribed observes tima dapaada

spectral-line proflee by eimultaneous 

ok Hght imtensity as a taarri— of Uma

of a Jarrell- Ash Model 82000 Ebert Maaarb

tiplier tubes. and the respomses are displayed

The instramnent hms beem used to look at total wavelength a paar

of 15 A and 20 A.
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NINE-CHAMNEL POLYCHNOMATOR TOR OBSERVArION 
or TIE-DEPENDENT SPECTRAL LINE PROSILES

George R. Spillman, William S. Cooper XIX. 
and John M. Wilcox

Lawrence Radimtion Labayatary
Univereity of Californis 

Bezkeley. California

TM« Inetr (polychr or) La designed to praalla tme-depemd

profles of broad i

tr d An other

The inatrament uses a Jarrell-Amh Model 010*0 Ebert Mb

with the ezdt elit ze ed (••• ng. i). hz

ia IS A/mm.
Ta provide Mimi ■■■! Maaar diopezsiom, a cylindrical lens with Ha azis 

parallel to the entrance slit la used (a epherical lema — all sive unw

catlom parallel to the alit)-

over the tag of the

a lisht-pipe holder Si im. frat the cylindrical lens. The mirroz arzang
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och >r

but is rnaged (with magnification) in the direction perpendicular to the allt. Lght

fzom nine sections of the image {corrupt! flag to mine dikerent wavelengths) enters 

light pipes and As carried to IPZi photomultiplier tubes. The responscs are displayed

on oscilloscopes.

The Lent

The cylinrical lens la oa polished cylinder of Plezislaes. This ahapa wus
chosen ratbar than a thin lens primarily for ease in comstruction. To provide

meant of focusing and aligning, the lens la mnounted m a micvescope stage wbiek

ochrem=to2. The final linear dlspersiom

real l tag a lens of fifferaat diameter. Lentea 1.47 and 1.12 la.

respectively-

Focus ia achlevee by using white light and the zero-order image of the

Since the wavelength drive of the maaerh r is not

*

Light Plpea

The nine light pipem are 1/16-in. -thick Plexiglaos and are 4 in. high at 

the emtrance end (approximately the height of the image format by the cylindrical 

lens). They taper to 5/8 in. at the ghata tab a a. In meat of oar wee no for. the

light pipes have been epace Aformly but app ily symmetrically about
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Resolution

To maintain wavelength zesolutiom the slit ie stopped vertically, so that a relutively

straight portion of the image is used. In our work with the polychromator a

Stoppins the slit vertically selectu a amall portiom of the imnage, hence also gives

Slit idths of 10m and 25 pa have been used accordins to

ths Zight level avallable.

Carroi of polychromator respomse as a fanstion of wavelength are giver.

in Fig. 2. hirh carves are useful Ln determinins the wavelength separation of

tha chaumes.

of a narrow spectral Um (Hg) acrome the light pipes. The outpute of all poto- 

multiplers were conn octal together and the total signal fed into a recorder. Each

posh crresponds to a diffremt chamnel, the diferent amplitudee are due primarily 

to diferencee la the pi tplier sensitivities.

io ah am 0.* A. much lore than the hnlf-width of any spectral lines atadiad (typically 

> to • A>.

the lght-pipe wdth, hence one does mot see a largo di ffovanre between the zeoponse 

curves with 10-M and 25- alita.

and versatility- The multi eart one la clade an incroase in the mumnber of channels

Cram wine to eishteen, the uee of etraight, rather than tapeved, light pipes, and 

the iacerperwdien of a second cylindrical lens.
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A long-focal-length thin cylindrical ene, oriented with its axis per

pendicular to the axis of the original (dispersing) lens. is being added to provide 

focusing of the image in the vertical dimssainn. with unit magnification. Use of 

this leas with the taperod light pipes affords about 100% snszenve in sensitivity by 

comcentratiug the light noaz the vertical center of the lghl pipes (the tranomiesion 

of the tapezed light pipes is low for light incident on the front of the light ppas near 

the upper or lower edges}. Even larger gaino are to be expected in the modified 

aastrumazr:, ae tho mal vettical dimension of the image (about o.S in. I will 

allow the upe of straight, rather than tapered, light pipes. Furthezmore, the 

formation of a true (bat curved) image at the light-pipe holder permits masks 

to be placed over the ends of the light pipes, with apertures shaped to conform 

to the curvature of the image. thus permitting use of a larger portion of the 

entrance slit without loss of resolutiom. The new light pipes are also wider and 

very closely spaced. permitting continuous wavelength coverage over the range of

t by removal of the masks.

Pzovisions are beins made to cool the photomultiplie re to zeduce the

dark cuzrent.
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and advice.
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Footnotes

“Work done under the auspices of the u. s. Atozic Energy Commissioa.

Unitea Statec Air Force

1. r. *. Scott, A.T. Brousseau, E. M- Little, and A.E. Schofleld, in Cenforenco 

on Comtsollea Thermamuclear Reactiens, Jana 4-7, 1956, Gatliabarg.

Tenn. AEC Reseazch and Developenent Report TID-7520 (Pt. 2)» Pge 

460. [TISE (Oak Mdge) issuance data. Sept. 1996.]

2. S. Leonard (herospace Corporatiom), privete nunicatiom (2961).

Intezastional Conference omInisationP • in Oases, Mwdeh. *1-

28-Sept.1,1961, Volume U (presumabiy) (North-Hollaud Publishing Co. .

Amatezdam, 1962).
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Figure Caption*

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the polychromnatoz. Lgh from the monochromator 

is imaged on the light-pipe holder by the cylindrical lens; nine light pipes

carry light of nine different wavelength* to the photomultiplier!.

Fig. 2. Polychromator zesponse v* wavelength. The upper curve wns made with 

a 10-p entrance elit; the lower curve was made with a 25- entrance lit.

1

Rach peak corresponds to a differene channl. The zelative apacing of the 

peako is determined by the apacing of th light pipee; the outezmost channels

here are sepazated by 19.4 A.

I
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